
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1729

Lin Fan glanced at the crowded crowd behind Lin Hongtu and his son!

I found that all the big guys from all walks of life are here!

Because of Lin Hongtu’s order, they put aside everything in their hands

and came here to save the medicine.

This kind of appeal is indeed terrifying!

“Understood? If you understand, just get out of here! Old Yao, let’s

come to the rescue, you don’t need to be nosy!”

Rescue old?

Li Xunran was stunned for an instant, as if he felt incredible!

Isn’t the Lin family having an enemy with Lin Fan?

And Yao Lao has been helping Lin Fan, they should be eager for Yao

to die, right?

And Lin Fan also reacted instantly and smiled:

“You remedy the old man, I’m afraid you are not safe and kind!”

Lin Hongtu is not a fool, he can’t do anything good, so the so-called

remedy old man must be trying to trick him!

Lin Zhanli also didn’t have a cover, and laughed loudly:

“Yes, we save Yao Lao, just to make Yao Lao owe us the favor, and

then we will let Yao Lao cancel the cooperation with your Xin Bai

family!”

“Lin Fan, my Lin family wants you to know what will happen to us if

we offend!”

Lin Zhanli looked frantic and laughed out loud.

He wanted Lin Fan to step on the soles of his feet severely, making Lin

Fan full of shame, but he was helpless.

Cough!

Lin Hongtu coughed twice and glared at Lin Zhanli, thinking that Lin

Zhanli was too much nonsense.

This own son is simply a foolish idiot. He revealed his intentions so

quickly, wouldn’t it make Lin Fan beware?

This is simply a foolish idiot!

Lin Zhanli also noticed Lin Hongtu’s anger, and then shrank his head,

not daring to continue speaking.

But Lin Zhan’s eyes looked at Lin Fan, still with ridicule and mockery.

It seems to be making fun of Lin Fan who is about to fall short!

Lin Fan smiled and said:

“Okay, let’s take a look, you guys have this ability!”

If the Lin family can save Yao Lao without taking action, then he will

naturally be happy.

“You don’t need to worry about it, we will definitely be able to save

Yao Lao!”

Lin Zhanli spoke again, and said extremely arrogantly:

“We are not like you rubbish!”

Then, Lin Hongtu strode towards the Zhu family, and then said to the

Zhu family:

“Tell Zhu Yuanchao that we already know that Yao Lao was kidnapped

by him, and we hope that he will release Yao Lao immediately and

don’t make mistakes!”

Attitude, very tough!

And the guard looked at Lin Hongtu, and then replied neither humble

nor arrogant:

“Wait here!”

at this time!

Zhu Yuanchao and Zhu Qianlong received the message that Lin

Hongtu led a group of big guys to come here for someone!

“Lin Hongtu came forward to fish for the old man? When did their

relationship get so good?”

Zhu Qianlong frowned and said, wondering what kind of medicine Lin

Hongtu actually sold in the gourd.

Zhu Yuanchao snorted coldly:

“It doesn’t matter what they want to do, it’s absolutely impossible to

get someone out of it anyway. When the meat in my Zhu Yuanchao’s

mouth is reached, I still want me to vomit it? Who does Lin Hongtu

think he is!”

“You went out and sent them away!”

“okay!”

Zhu Qianlong agreed, and then walked out quickly.

When he saw Lin Hongtu, his face still had a look of disdain:

“Patriarch Lin, don’t come here unharmed! What do you want to do

when you come to our Zhu’s house aggressively?”

Lin Zhanli’s expression suddenly fell cold, and he yelled directly at Zhu

Qianlong:

“Zhu Qianlong, don’t pretend to be stupid, so quickly release Yao Lao.

Kidnapping is a felony, and even your Zhu family can’t afford it!”

however!

Zhu Qianlong looked at Lin Zhan’i contemptuously, and sneered:

“Kidnapping? What are you talking about, Yao Lao is just a guest at

our Zhu Family Mansion, and now I have a very happy conversation

with my father!”

“There is no such thing as kidnapping or kidnapping!”

This conversation alone is enough to see the gap between Zhu

Qianlong and Lin Zhanli.

And Lin Hongtu frowned. Hearing Zhu Qianlong’s overtones, this

made it clear that he didn’t want to let anyone go.

Then, Lin Hongtu changed his attitude and said lightly:

“It’s not kidnapping. It just so happens that we haven’t seen your father

for some time. Could you please tell us that Lin Hongtu will see you

today!”
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